Rules of the house and terms of use
for the Nordic training centre in the
Audi Arena Oberstdorf * Allgäu

Preliminary Note:
In the training centre Oberstdorf we try to avoid the rather bureaucratic
completion of usage documents. Nevertheless, an official application for
the usage of our training complex is mandatory. Your application is best
made via email, fax or phone during our office opening hours.
All users of the training centre from associations and organizations to
single public authorities, students and squad members are notifiable.
Applications have to be made at latest 24 hours in advance and are
necessary for coordination and maintenance purposes.
Office opening hours:
Monday – Friday
08.00 a.m. – 05.00 p.m.
Tel: + 49 (0) 83 22/ 80 90 300
Fax: + 49 (0) 83 22/ 80 90 301
e-Mail: info@audiarena.de
Internet: www.audiarena.de
Terms

of

use

1. Preface
1.1 The usage of the facilities is only possible with an official
authorization by the Skisport- und Veranstaltungs GmbH.
The responsible person is Mr. Hans Schmid, chief of sport and training
activities. In general, training groups have to apply in written form in
order to use the jumping hills. For single athletes an application via phone
during office opening hours Mo – Fr from 08.00 a.m. to 05.00 p.m. is
sufficient enough.
1.2 For the drive to the jumping hill you need a permission from the main
Building (Am Faltenbach 27) on. Permissions are available in the head
office of the Skisport- und Veranstaltungs GmbH.
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When you register you will receive a confirmation that the team stays in
Oberstdorf for training during this period and are therefore exempt from
visitor’s tax.
Please take notice of the following points:
-

during all drives you need to place your driving permission visibly
in your car.
please drive especially carefully around pedestrians.
the road to the Audi Arena is an official traffic reduced zone with
a maximum of walking speed (7km/h). Up to the jumping hills
the maximum speed is 30km/h.

1.3 You are obliged to follow the instructions of the staff of the Skisportund Veranstaltungs GmbH at all times. Improper behaviour and
inobservance of the House rules and terms of use will lead to a reproval of
the stadium.
1.4 Polluting is strictly forbidden. Waste has to be placed in designated
bins. Fences and barriers can only be opened/removed after a
consultation and authorization of the stadium personnel. The crossing of
fences and barriers is strictly forbidden. Doors and gates have to be
closed at all times. Lights and heating are to be shut down after training
sessions.
1.5 The operating company cannot be held liable for any accidents or
damages. Use is at your own risk.
2. The jumping hills
The use of the jumping hills is at your own risk and only possible with the
authorization by the Skisport- und Veranstaltungs GmbH. The hills have
to be inspected by an official coach before each training. Identified
deficiencies need to be reported immediately to the Skisport- und
Veranstaltungs GmbH. By danger in delay e.g. thunderstorms and
technical defects, the training has to be stopped immediately.
3. User fees
For the usage of the training centre the official training fee schedule
applies. The fees are to be paid in advance. Squad members of national
associations of the DSV are free from fees.
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4. Usage of lifts and climbing aids
Preliminary note:
With the “call” button you are able to call the lift to the desired
station. If the lift is already at the desired location the doors will
open.
With the “door opening” button you are able to open a closing door
again.
With the “departure” button”
level/station the lift will move.

or

selection

of

the

desired

Please note the following points for a failure-free lift usage:
4.1 The lifts and doors will move with a delay of up to approx. 10
seconds. Repeated pushing of buttons will not shorten this delay, but will
lead to technical defects and problems.
4.2 You are not allowed to jump in the lift or rock the cabin; the
maximum numbers of passengers is to be taken into account.
4.3 It is strictly forbidden to block the lift doors with hands, feet or other
objects or to move them by hand. The lift will shut down immediately and
can only be re-activated by designated staff.
4.4 The lifts are only to be used during official training hours. You are not
allowed to use the lifts beyond training hours.
4.5 Smoking and handling with open fire is strictly prohibited in the lifts
and buildings.
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Special Remarks „little cable car“:
4.6 You will be able to call the cabin with the button „Kabine”.
4.7 The lift will stop at the first chosen station. Additional selected
stations as well as “Rufe” from the stations will not be accounted for.
PLease refrain of multiple/permanent usage, since this will cause technical
defects and delays.
The usage of the red button “Nothalt” behind the cover lid is only
allowed in emergency situations. The lift will stop immediately. Only the
arena staff will be able to set the lift in motion again.
The operating company will charge corresponding fees for wilful and
respectively negligent cause of defects, damages and pollution and if
necessary ban certain parties from the stadium. The arena is video
monitored.
5. Declaration of consent
The signatory has been informed about the terms of use and confirms his
consent through his signature.
Oberstdorf, the ________________________
Last Name/ First Name

Team / National Association
____

Mobile phone

e-mail address
____
!!! PLEASE IN CAPITAL LETTERS !!!

Signature of the coach/person in charge
________
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